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The greatest challenge facing
pharma in the next five years is
addressing the continued lack of

R&D productivity, with the innovative
capacity of the current business model
appearing to have been reached. For
pharma companies to establish a pipeline of
innovative products will require profound
changes in therapeutic focus and external
partnerships, coupled with an intense focus
on operational excellence – all at a time of
challenge and uncertainty associated with
US healthcare reform.
R&D organisations within pharma will

need to be based on clearly distinct
capabilities managed in very different
ways – large scale global infrastructure with
operational practices common to other
industries (eg Six Sigma), complemented
by a range of small, nimble and innovative
business units focused in therapeutic areas.
Infrastructure functions will include the
management of compound files, HTS, IT
and knowledge management, late stage
clinical trials and the drug approval
process. To maximise capital efficiency
some of these capabilities will be used for
load sharing with current competitors and
will be offered to start-up biotechs for
screening novel targets as part of creative
new relationships.
The recent trend in pharma to establish

separate therapeutic business units will
expand. Independent and competitive
teams of 100-150 employees will manage a
broad range of investments from idea to
loss of exclusivity, having a budget to work
with internal infrastructure groups, external
CROs, academic scientists and biotech
partners. Rather than focusing on data
from animal models of disease with

questionable value, or counting numbers of
compounds entering clinical development,
performance will be assessed on the
number of compounds achieving clinical
POC (productivity), speed to POC
(efficiency) and number of new
mechanisms progressed to POC
(innovation), as well as attrition rates to
approval. Only when POC has been
achieved will confirmatory clinical studies
and all associated activities be triggered,
with a clear focus on reimbursability. POC
studies will utilise more innovative and
adaptive trial designs and surrogate
markers of efficacy and safety to support
portfolio decision making. Such a focus will
result in a range of current activities being
emphasised less, including early
commercial analysis of pre-POC assets,
compound scale up, COG assessment,
formulation optimisation, and broad
portfolio management processes.
Compensation programmes will be
increasingly similar to those in biotech
companies, with the aim being to clearly
reward success and re-energise the passion
and accountability for drug discovery that
can be lost in large organisations.
Rising clinical development costs and

reimbursability challenges will drive
significant changes in the therapeutic focus
of pharma companies. Despite increasing
societal needs, areas such as cardiovascular
disease, obesity and diabetes will be de-
emphasised due to the need for expensive
and risky outcome measures. In contrast
there will be increased focus on indications
with lower commercial opportunity but
where there are either few marketed drugs,
clinical costs are relatively low, responsive
patient subsets can be identified, or
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intervention with pharmaceutical agents can
eliminate the need for expensive in patient
procedures, thereby decreasing overall
healthcare burden. Genetic diseases and
acute use therapies will be increasingly
attractive, as premium pricing will be
supported. Innovation will be critical, but
not sufficient for success – new mechanisms
will have to generate meaningful measures of
comparative effectiveness over current
options. Rather than a classic blockbuster
model, these changes will result in a wide
range of niche and targeted products,
relatively few of which may reach
blockbuster status. 
It is fashionable to assert that an

increased focus on small biotechs will
provide a panacea to the pharma R&D
challenge. This notion fails to recognise that
high quality productivity from small
biotechs has been disappointing.
Furthermore, the global financial crisis
continues to drive profound challenges to
biotechs through pressure on venture
investment funds, the IPO market is very
weak, and pharma is increasingly raising the
bar on the need for assets to be derisked.
Increased overall productivity will require
changes in both pharma and biotech to
truly drive a synergistic model. Being
liberated to not focus on IPOs or managing
growth, biotechs must have a laser-like
focus on demonstrating clinical POC and
safety in GLP tox, aligned with the goals of
pharma research units. In many cases the
most effective operating model for start-ups
will be as a virtual biotech of 5-10
individuals focused on achieving goals
through a network of CROs providing
general drug discovery capabilities,
collaborations with academics providing
access to specialised models and material
transfer agreements with potential partners.
Larger VC companies will increasingly
select between shorter term investment
options in a variety of start-ups in their
portfolio, encouraging the leveraging of
assets between companies in this network.
Unsuccessful biotechs will be terminated
with increasing speed. In some senses, VC
companies will treat their network in a
similar manner to pharma management
leveraging investments across therapeutic
business units in their portfolio. This will



drive a trend for smaller syndicates of
investors in start-ups, with aligned short-
term commitments to clearly defined value-
inflection points.  There will be increased
creativity in agreements between biotechs
and pharma therapeutic business units, with

a focus on risk sharing to provide pharma
with preferred access to assets which may
grow to meet a strategic need. Option
agreements will become common, with
significant back-end payments and
structured buyouts linked to key milestones,

with sharing of pharma infrastructure
capabilities (eg compound files and drug
screening capabilities) being incorporated
into such agreements. DDWi
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